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<==" With reference to the allegation by one of the news 

by would be willing to undergo a polygraph examination by the FBI, this . 

-. matter was taken up with the Department for the purpose of determining ; 

‘~ whether ere was any objection from the legal standpoint to such a plan, 
wep Sh Fare 
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S227. This matter was taken up ey General Miller, 

” 4 who stated that it was his view that it would be undesirable to give Ruby.a “=: 

polygraph fést at this time because Attorney Ehrlich, representing Ruby, are 

would insigtupon receiving the results of the polygraph examination, Having = 

this in his hands before the trial, he might come up with a statement saying a 

that the FBI had cleared Ruby in connection with the test which had been given * 

‘to him, Miller also said that Ehrlich was smart enough and tricky enough to >= 

{ probably give Ruby a pill before such polygraph examinati which would 252. 

_] make any examination inconchsive, (It has been alleged thah£hrlich is a. 

- California attorney whose services were going to be obtained. vA zs 

TS Under the circumstances he'felt it would be undesirable at this time “~~ 

“=~. to request that such an examination be given to Ruby in view of the above factor 
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